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Abstract

The emerging interest in micro aerial vehicles, commonly known as drones, has been leading re-
searchers to come up with interesting new applications, but very few related with space robotics.

This thesis presents the architecture and development of a prototype of a free-flyer vehicle, called
Space CoBot, and respective hardware-in-the-loop testbed. Space CoBot is an aerial collaborative robot
for micro-gravity environments such as space stations in orbit.

This document describes all the prototype build steps along with the surrounding testbed. Ex-
periments demonstrate the system in operation and show it is possible to test on Earth the attitude
stabilisation of a free-flyer vehicle.
Keywords: service robots, multicopter, aerialrobots, microgravity, testbed, hardware-in-the-loop

1. Introduction

Multicopters are hugely popular nowadays. We
have been watching the market being flooded with
more and more of these devices, ranging from
toys to industrial and military grade robots. It is
also a very active research topic as new appli-
cations for these robots emerge. In [10, 11] a
multicopter for microgravity environments was pro-
posed, designed to help astronauts and space
agencies perform collaborative and autonomous
tasks in micro-gravity environments. This vehicle,
called Space CoBot, consists in an holonomic hex-
acopter equipped with a robotic arm.

2. Topic Overview

The Space CoBot is not a pioneer idea when it
comes to aerial robots for in micro-gravity environ-
ments but it is the first to adopt a multirotor de-
sign approach. SPHERES[6, 7], Synchronised Po-
sition Hold Engage Reorient Experimental Satel-
lites, a spherical aerial vehicle, the size of a vol-
ley ball, shown on figure 1, and composed by
the typical sub-systems of a conventional satellite,
started in 2000 and by 2006 was flying and being
experimented aboard the International Space Sta-
tion. It uses a compressed air based propulsion
system, having 12 valves expelling carbon dioxide
through nozzles. CO2 is stored in 74 grams re-
placeable tanks translating into 20 seconds to 30
minutes of activity depending on the manoeuvres.
The mechanical complexity of this system largely

surpasses the one designed for Space CoBot.
Its localization system relies on ultrasonic pulses
emitted by 4 transmitters, and received by 8 mi-
crophones spread across the satellite shell, us-
ing infrared transmitters to synchronise the pulses.
SPHERES program was launched as a spacecraft
flying testbed, providing a testing and validation
platform for metrology, formation flying, and auton-
omy algorithms at a much lower cost and risk than
using full sized satellites.

Figure 1: SPHERES aboard ISS
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SPHERES was also coupled with Project Tango1

from Google which originated Smart SPHERES[4].
Basically a Tango enabled modified Android smart-
phone was attached to the vehicle to allow it to
function as a telerobot, adding all the phone sen-
sors and high-performance with a general-purpose
processor capable of running complex algorithms.
Its purpose is to allow SPHERES to increase as-
tronauts productivity, performing autonomous, pe-
riodic, longer or dangerous, tasks and also cooper-
ative tasks both inside and outside the Space Sta-
tion. A clear advantage of smart SPHERES is the
straightforward future upgradability, as mobile de-
vices increasingly get more computational power
and sensors in a smaller form factor.

Figure 2: Astrobee portotype

Another flying robot is making its way into the
ISS, it is called Astrobee[3, 12], name selected
from a public contest, and consists on a 30cm
side flying cube with 6kg, equipped with a 3 DOF
robotic arm. A prototype is presented on figure 2.
It has a ”sideways hamburger” design, as called by
NASA, separating the robot into left, middle and
right parts. Is is driven by a 2 module propulsion
system, taking left and right sides of the robot, and
within each one there is a centrifugal fan drawing
air in to feed six nozzles around the sides. The
two impellers rotate in opposite directions and at
similar speed to avoid drag torque and gyroscopic
moment perturbations. The main purpose of As-
trobee is to provide a research platform for the Sci-
entific community to test projects on zero-g and, at
the same time, performing tasks aboard, related to
teleconference, video recording and surveying the
station using on-board sensors. Several Astrobee
units are planned to be deployed aboard the ISS in
2018, and it presents an opportunity to run tests of
Space CoBot software modules.

1Google Project tango, https://developers.google.com/tango/
(Accessed: 12/2016)

The above robots need to go through exten-
sive testing on different platforms before being
deployed into the ISS. The available microgravity
testbeds are the following:

• Parabolic flights - This is a flight on a real
plane that describes a parabolic trajectory. By
matching the plane acceleration with the Earth
gravity it allows periods of around 20 seconds
of free fall. This is a rather expensive alterna-
tive but it is the one that better reproduces a
micro-gravity environment on Earth.

• Vacuum Chambers - The Zero Gravity Re-
search Facilities of NASA contain two drop
towers that provide a near weightless environ-
ment during 2.2 and 5.18 seconds[5]. The big-
ger one, show on figure, provides 132 meters
of free fall in vacuum in a 6.1 meters of diam-
eter pipe. Besides offering enough space to fit
robots the small time-span of the experience
makes testing unfeasible.

• Blimps - Another ground-based testbed, this
one at Stanford University, makes use of
blimps to experiment formation. This testbed
is tailored to formation flying and three-
dimensional positioning systems, using it for
other applications is rather limiting as blimp
dynamics differ a lot from free-flyer vehicles.

• Frictionless tables - 2-D frictionless tables
are very well polished tables where robots
can float on using air bearings, thus allow-
ing the simulation of some microgravity effects
but in a 1-g environment. Air bearings ex-
pel compressed air through its porous bottom,
thus creating a very thin air blade between it-
self and the table surface. This setup allows
3 degrees of freedom, 2 translational and 1
rotational[6]. A few 2-D tables already exist
in some universities and government groups,
such as in MIT, Stanford University, and at
NASA.

From the above testbeds the frictionless tables
are by far the most used, due to its affordability
for long-term experimenting. The Space CoBot
testbed also has 3 degrees of freedom, but all of
them rotational, focusing only on attitude. Thereby,
our testbed aims to complement the existing
alternatives.

3. Architecture
Since we do not have microgravity on earth, or
straightforward access to parabolic flights, our
testbed was designed to partially test on earth the
Space CoBot behaviour in zero gravity. Figure 3
presents the testbed architecture as a whole. This
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Figure 3: testbed Architecture

testbed relies on a gimbal to allow the free rotation
of the robot, thus recreating the vehicle attitude in
microgravity. The robot works on the gimbal com-
pletely untethered from the computer which con-
trols it, so the cables do not interfere with the rota-
tion of the rings.

The Space CoBot flight controller interfaces with
the computer wirelessly, sending its attitude to the
simulation. The simulation platform, feeds the con-
troller with the position and the controller should
output the Torque and Force. Torque and force are
then converted into a vector of actuation, which
contains the force of each motor. The actuation
vector is sent to simulation and translated into
PWM duty cycle, through the polynomial relation
between RPM and PWM. The PWM commands
are sent to the Space CoBot on the gimbal and
corresponding power is delivered to each of the
motors, affecting the robot attitude. Attitude is read
and sent back to the simulation and the controller.
The expected outcome of this setup is to have the
simulated robot mimicking the attitude of the real
one, but performing also translational movement
which the real one is unable to.

3.1. Control
The Space CoBot controller equations 1, 2, and
3 were developed by Roque and Ventura and

they can be found in the publications about Space
CoBot [10, 11], so no extensive detail will be pro-
vided as it is not in the scope of the present thesis.

Position Control

The position controller calculates the force in
Newtons to be applied in the center of mass of the
vehicle using:

• Current position - received from the simula-
tion

• Current linear velocity - from simulation

• Desired position - received from the trajec-
tory planner

• Desired linear velocity - from trajectory plan-
ner

• Rotation matrix - obtained from the current
attitude, read from the onboard IMU sensors
and filtered by the estimator

• Proportional gains - Diagonal 3 by 3 matrix,
containing each column the proportional gain
of one of the axis, x, y, and z

• Derivative gain - Diagonal matrix with x, y,
and z derivative gains
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F̄ = mRT (−kxēx − kv ēv) (1)

Default Attitude Control

The attitude controller calculates the torques to be
applied in the center of mass of the vehicle using:

• Current attitude - obtained from the estimator
in quaternion form

• Desired attitude - received from trajectory
planner in quaternion form

• Current angular velocity - from the estimator

• Desired angular velocity - received from the
trajectory planner

• Desired angular acceleration - from trajec-
tory planner, but unused for now

• Proportional gain - Diagonal matrix with x, y,
and z, gains

• Derivative gain - Diagonal matrix with x, y,
and z, gains

The attitude controller used on this thesis was im-
proved by Monica Ekal2 to work with quaternions
instead of using Euler angles.

M̄ = −KRēR −Kω ēω

+S(RTRdω̄d)JRTRdω̄d

+JRTRd ˙̄ωd

(2)

Improved Attitude Control

An integral part was later added to the controller,
defined in equation 3, in order to mitigate the static
error observed in the angular position, probably
caused by the presence of gravity and also the
uneven weight distribution of the developed proto-
type. So, the improved controller also receives the
integral gains:

• Integral gain - Diagonal matrix with x, y, and
z, gains

M̄ = −KRēR −KI

∫
ēRdt−Kω ēω

+S(RTRdω̄d)JRTRdω̄d

+JRTRd ˙̄ωd

(3)

2PHd student in Electrotechnic Engineering and Space
CoBot Research Project member

3.2. Actuation

Force & Torque to Force of each propeller

Having the force and torque to apply in the CM it is
necessary to split these between the rotors. This
is made using an actuation matrix, called the A
matrix, developed by Roque and Ventura[10, 11].
The thrust in Newtons for each rotor is obtained
by the product of the inverse of the A matrix by a
column vector with force and torque, as it can be
seen on equation 4.


u1
u2
u3
u4
u5
u6

 = A−1

(6x6)
.


Fx

Fy

Fz

Mx

My

Mz

 (4)

Thrust to RPM

The force of each propeller,Fprop, is proportional to
RPM2. This relation is propeller dependent and
it is given by the constant λ, calculated in 6. The
equation 5 is obtained from the angular version of
Newton’s law of motion. And Fprop equals ui be-
cause it contains the thrust of the given propeller.
The absolute values for the variables in 6 were ob-
tained in the propeller datasheet available for the
used motor.

Fprop = λ.RPM2 (5)

λ =
Fprop

RPM2
(6)

Having the constant λ, and since the actuation
vector U contains thrust it is possible to calculate
RPM using:

RPM =

√
ui
λ

(7)

RPM to PWM

The RPM/PWM conversion is done using two
quadratic functions, one for positive rotation and
another for negative, as given by equation 8. This
relation is dependent on the combination ESC, mo-
tor, and propeller, changing one of the components
would require new calibration.
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PWM =



2, 148e−7RPM2 + 0, 012 RPM + 1499

if RPM >= 0,

−1, 939e−7RPM2 + 0, 0125 RPM + 1467

if RPM < 0

(8)
The functions in equation 8 where extracted in-

terpolating the data of the RPM measurements us-
ing infrared diodes and an oscilloscope to measure
signal frequency, as explained in.

3.3. Simulation
The presented testbed, being hardware-in-the
loop, requires a partial simulation of the robot be-
haviour, so, a physics simulator is required. The
simulation platform used was V-Rep[9], where Pe-
dro Roque developed the first vehicle simulations.
The simulator shows the robot in full motion, per-
forming the translation caused by the actuation re-
ceived by the onboard controllers, and updating the
attitude with the real robot IMU data.

V-Rep calls a simulation environment a scene.
The developed scene is only composed by one
physical object, the Space CoBot, which is then
composed by smaller components like its 3D
mesh, motors, and propellers. This scene sub-
scribes the robot attitude quaternion and motor
actuation, and publishes to ROS the current
position and linear velocity. The scene lifecycle is
composed by an initialization step where neces-
sary variables and structures are created, ROS
nodes are created and functions are assigned to
subscribers. Then the simulation continuously
loops, applying physics, affecting the model with
new actuation or attitude coming from ROS and
then sending the current position and linear veloc-
ity to ROS.

3.4. Attitude Estimation
Data provided by sensors is often noisy and con-
tains bad readings, namely IMUs, on which we rely
to control our vehicle. So, it is necessary to filter
and estimate the robot attitude based on the data
of the accelerometer, the magnetometer, and the
gyroscope. This can be done through an EKF, Ex-
tended Kalman Filter.

To estimate the vehicle attitude we made use of
the Ardupilot built in estimators. It can run sev-
eral estimators at the same time, one using the
Extended Kalman Filer algorithm (EKF), and an-
other using a robust estimator of a Direction Co-
sine Matrix (DCM), formulated by Premerlani and
Bizard[8].

EKFs fuse data from different sources or sensors
to deliver a prediction of the vehicle state [2]. And

it can assign different weights to different sensors
based on how they are performing, namely noise
levels, inconsistencies, etc.

The DCM estimator is primarily based on gyro-
scope data, using accelerometer to correct gyro-
scope drift, and, if available, it uses GPS and com-
pass to correct yaw. This estimator is considerably
less computationally expensive than the EKF.

Both estimators were tested and the EKF was
presenting dramatic drift, so DCM was used in-
stead.

3.5. Gimbal
Our free-flyer testbed relies on a four ring non-
actuated gimbal, where the robot is mounted,
to better simulate the vehicle attitude in zero-g,
offering three degrees of freedom, roll, pitch
and yaw. The gimbal was designed by Vitor
Santos3 with four rings to prevent gimbal lock
situations, when two or more rings align and con-
sequently disable one or more degrees of freedom.

4. Space CoBot Prototype

4.1. Hardware
The Space CoBot vehicle follows a common mul-
tirotor architecture, having propellers and rotors,
each one wired to an electronic speed controller
which receives from the flight controller unit the
thrust information for each motor and then deliv-
ers the corresponding power to it. The architecture
of a quadrotor can be seen in the diagram figured
in 4.

Figure 4: Common quadrotor architecture

The built prototype is made of the following hard-
ware:

• Frame - The vehicle frame was modelled by
André Santos4 and 3D printed with 0.3mm lay-
ers and a density of 25 percent on ABS mate-
rial.

3Formula Student member, student of MEMec, IST
4Formula Student member, student of MEMec, IST
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• Propellers - 4 inch unidirectional propellers
from HQProp were used, since no bidirec-
tional propellers of this size were commercially
available.

• Motors - Cobra 2204/2300Kv. These are high
efficiency brushless racing motors, which pro-
vide data about thrust, RPM, current and ten-
sion data using different batteries and pro-
pellers, including the selected ones.

• Electronic Speed Controllers (ESC) - Aikon
20A BLHeli S. As the name suggests this
ESC model runs the BLHeli S firmware, which
is open-source, and offers numerous pro-
grammable parameters, one of them being
bidirectional rotation of motors, which is a req-
uisite for Space CoBot to achieve holonomy.
This specific model was chosen among others
after the hardware comparison test revealed
it could achieve very low motor RPM, reach-
ing as low as 318 RPM, while the competition
started from 2115 RPM.

• Flight control unit (FCU) - An Erle Brain 3
was used, it is a Raspberry Pi 3 based FCU
with modified kernel to run real-time applica-
tions on its Unix operating system. This FCU
allows us to run ROS onboard.

• Battery - Zippy Compact 5800mAh 4S 25C,
able to deliver up to 145 amps of current draw.
Vehicle hardware with tolerance can reach 110
amps in the worst case scenario.

4.2. Software

Vehicle Firmware

The Space CoBot firmware runs over the Ardupilot
open-source project to allow it to access the board
IMU sensors, actuate servos and motors, and even
benefit from its software modules for state estima-
tion, data filtering, etc.

The firmware follows the setup-loop pattern, also
found in Arduino. The setup handles all the ini-
tialization and then the loop is called repeatedly
at a certain rate. If there is time left after running
the loop other periodic tasks are executed. These
tasks are registered to a scheduler, which is a set
of entries with the function to call, the execution
rate, the expected time it should take and the max-
imum time the task has to run. The loop is re-
sponsible to read sensors’ data and execute vehi-
cle controllers.

The Ardupilot libraries allow hardware agnos-
tic access to the sensors in the Inertial Measure-
ment Unit (IMU), without having to deal with sensor

and board drivers and directly using the API. The
IMU sensors require calibration on every firmware
startup. The barometer though was disable as we
did not benefit from its use as our altitude measure-
ments are simulated. The gyroscope and magne-
tometer are both used and essential for our vehicle
to work, the first providing angular velocities and
the second providing heading from the magnetic
field.

Communication Layer

Given the architecture in 3 we require communi-
cation between different processes running in the
same machine and also in different ones. The
Erle Brain 3 uses a Raspberry Pi 3 as main board,
which has a built in wifi module. The Erle Brain
system image creates a wifi hotspot on start up al-
lowing us to easily have different devices sharing
the same network as the FCU.

ROS, Robot Operating System, was selected as
the main middleware for our distributed system.
The interface Firmware-ROS was implemented us-
ing linux named pipes, also called fifos[1], for
the first in first out communication method they
use. Our use of the fifos followed the pro-
ducer/consumer pattern, since each data type or
data structure only flows in one way.

The communication layer relies on the following
ROS nodes:

• Attitude Publisher - forwards vehicle orien-
tation messages to ROS.

• Actuation Publisher - forwards motor actua-
tion messages to ROS.

• Motion Subscriber - forwards simulated ve-
hicle position and linear velocity to the
firmware.

• Pose Subscriber - forwards target poses to
the firmware.

• Velocities Subscriber - forwards target lin-
ear and angular to the firmware.

• Trajectory Generator - generates a path and
publishes setpoints to ROS.

• Debug Publisher - publishes firmware debug
data to ROS.

• Param Manager - forwards vehicle related
ROS parameters to the firmware.

• VRep Sim - Subcribes vehicle attitude and
publishes simulated vehicle position and linear
velocity to ROS.

5. Results & discussion
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5.1. Attitude control
To validate the attitude stabilisation of the Space
CoBot prototype using the improved controller a
ROS node was developed to randomly generate
angular positions within a given range, publishing
one every 15 seconds. The selected range was
from −1/2 and 1/2 radians in every axis.

On figure 5 the results of a 10 minute long exper-
iment can be observed, with the grey lines being
the target angular position and the coloured lines
being the angle at the given time.

Figure 5: Desired versus current angular position

On figure 6 is presented the absolute value of the
angular position error on the different axis, the me-
dian error was 0.0822, 0.0620 and 0.0595 radians for
x, y and z respectively, which represent a decrease
of 68, 78 and 71 percent in error compared to the
test using the default controller, section 3.1, which
does not benefit from the integration of the error.

Figure 6: Absolute of the angular position error, using modified
controller

Figures 7, 8, and 9, show in more detail the at-
titude stabilization in the first 3 setpoints of the ex-

periment. The graphs contained on these figures
show a slower convergence in x, and also the pres-
ence of little steady state error, probably caused by
the lower integral gain on this axis. It is also notice-
able the persistence of some overshooting in the z
axis. These can probably be solved fine tuning the
controller gains.

Figure 7: Setpoint 1

Figure 8: Setpoint 2
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Figure 9: Setpoint 3

The extracted data from this experiment reveals
good attitude setpoint following using the improved
controller.

5.2. Response to disturbances

Vehicle response to manual disturbances was also
tested using the improved controller. The vehicle
received repeated disturbances in the different
axis, as exemplified on figure 10, and then ob-
served if it returned to the desired angular position.

Figure 10: Vehicle manual disturbance

Disturbances were made in 4 different angular
positions. Figures 11, and 12, show the vehicle
recovering from disturbances suffered on two of the
given setpoints. The green vertical lines mark the
time where manual disturbances where made. The
gray line corresponds to the desired angle and the
other colored lines correspond to the current angle.

Figure 11: Setpoint 1

Figure 12: Setpoint 2

The disturbance graphs, on figures 11, and 12,
confirm the expected behaviour, after being dis-
turbed the vehicle is able to fully recover, slowly
converging back to the desired angular position.

5.3. Position Control
To evaluate position control alone it was though
to partially isolate it from the attitude, providing
a fixed attitude with zero roll, pitch and yaw, and
only delivering position setpoints. Starting with
a trajectory on each axis separately and then
moving to combined translation on x, y and z.
Since the position control preliminary tests re-
vealed very aggressive motor rotation the graphs
on figure 13 show the result without the motors
being physically actuated, the positioning is made
on simulation and the control is performed onboard
sending the actuation forces back to simulation.
For this experiment a simple trajectory was given.
The starting point of the vehicle is at 1 meter height
so that the vehicle does not colide with the ground
on the V-Rep simulation. The trajectory starts
with a translation of 1 meter in the z axis, followed
by 1 meter in x, then in y, and finally returning
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to the starting point, moving on the three axis at
the same time. Figure 13 presents the described
trajectory in coloured lines and the desired one in
grey lines.

Figure 13: Current versus target position

The graphs on figure 14 present the velocity
on each axis throughout the trajectory, showing in
grey the desired velocity and in color the real one.
The graphs show constant spikes in velocity, in-
stead of a smooth curve. There was no apparent
reason for this behaviour but it seems to induce jit-
ter in the trajectory, with small jumps in position.

Figure 14: Current versus target velocity

The motor and propeller forces can be observed
on figure 15 and these also reflect the same jumps
and spikes as the velocity shows, thus not being
reasonable to actuate the real motors until a solu-
tion is found.

Figure 15: Motor and propeller forces over time

Besides the existing errors and the position con-
troller needing additional tuning this experience
shows that the developed testbed successfully al-
lows position control testing.

6. Conclusions
Prior to this work the project counted with a sim-
ulated version of the Space CoBot free-flyer and
there was no way to perform tests on a real ve-
hicle. On the present thesis an architecture for a
Space CoBot vehicle and respective testbed was
designed and implemented. The testbed was cre-
ated to bridge the gap between the simulated and
the real, and it proved it can do so.

Experiments show the testbed successfully al-
lows testing attitude and position control, and that
we can in fact partially test microgravity robots in
lab. There were still significant errors in attitude
experiments on a first stage using the default con-
troller, but with an improved controller it was pos-
sible to minimize the error significantly, achieving
close to zero errors after the vehicle converging.
Position control with hardware-in-the-loop was not
experimented due to the spikes in the velocity pro-
vided by the simulator, which can cause abrupt ac-
celeration of motors, thus for safety reasons the
real motors were not actuated in the position con-
trol test. Full hardware-in-the-loop tests with atti-
tude and position combined are yet to be achieved,
but they can be very close to being grasped.

The developed testbed offers already the neces-
sary conditions for other researchers to work and
improve the vehicle. The testbed is now a launch
pad for new vehicle features and for existing ones
to be validated.

6.1. Future Work
There is a lot of interesting work to be done on the
Space CoBot vehicle and testbed.
The most urgent improvements to the prototype
are switching to metal motor mounts, and changing
to a custom battery with split cells mounted to a
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disc as close as possible to the center of mass of
the vehicle, this is already under works. It would
prevent the vehicle to bounce like a pendulum.
The vehicle will also have to be rebalanced in the
gimbal, centering its CoM as best as possible, and
adding or removing weight to the gimbal rings.
For safety purposes the prototype ducts should
be covered and a physical emergency stop button
should be built.
The vehicle firmware should be upgraded to the
latest Ardupilot version to include the latest im-
provements on libraries and drivers. It could also
benefit from the integration of Mavlink and Mavros,
as it would enable us to interface with numerous
Mavlink enabled platforms, such as GCSs.
A Space CoBot GCS could be developed, with a
GUI presenting important flight data and with the
ability to control the vehicle, change modes and
parameters.
The installation of a frictionless table is also in
the works, which will allow two more degrees of
freedom to be tested on the real vehicle. Force
sensors were also considered to quantify transla-
tion forces.
With the right partners, parabolic flights can also
be in the horizon. For that, vehicle firmware needs
to be improved, ditching all the dependencies on
earth gravity or even magnetic field, preventing us
from using default Ardupilot estimators.
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